Wiha XLSelector.
Couldn’t Be Smaller!

**ZOT Torsion and Security Bits.**

**XLSelector Torsion, mixed, 31 pcs.**
- **Housing:** Box made of high quality plastic.
- **Bits:** 25 mm ZOT torsion and Standard bits.
- **Geometry:** Patented torsion zone to prevent uneven torque distribution.
- **Holder:** ClicFix quick release holder, magnetic.
- **Application:** Soft zones for maximum working comfort

**Order-No.** | **Series** | **£**
--- | --- | ---
29415 | 1 7948-047 | 50.10
  7101 ZOT | 1x5.5 1x6.5 1x8.0
  7102 ZOT | 2xPZ1 5xPZ2 2xPZ3
  7103 Z | 1x4.0 1x6.0
  7105 ZOT | 1xT10 1xT15 1xT20 1xT25 1xT30 1xT40
  7149 | ClicFix 1/4"

**HOT Torsion and Standard Bits.**

**XLSelector Standard, mixed, 31 pcs.**
- **Housing:** Box made of high quality plastic.
- **Bits:** 25 mm HOT torsion and Standard bits.
- **Geometry:** Patented torsion zone to prevent uneven torque distribution.
- **Holder:** Universal holder, magnetic.
- **Application:** Soft zones for maximum working comfort

**Order-No.** | **Series** | **£**
--- | --- | ---
29417 | 5 7948-005 | 34.85
  7010 Z | 1x4.5 1x5.5 1x6.5
  7011 Z | 2xPH1 4xPH2 1xPH3
  7012 Z | 2xPZ1 5xPZ2 1xPZ3
  7015 Z | 2xT10 2xT15 2xT20 3xT25 2xT30 1xT40
  7113 S | Universal holder 1/4"

**XLSelector Standard, Security, 31 pcs.**
- **Housing:** Box made of high quality plastic.
- **Bits:** 25 mm ZOT torsion and Standard bits.
- **Geometry:** Patented torsion zone to prevent uneven torque distribution.
- **持**: ClicFix quick release holder, magnetic.
- **Application:** Soft zones for maximum working comfort
- **Extra:** Bits for popular security screws.

**Order-No.** | **Series** | **£**
--- | --- | ---
29416 | 8 7948-927 | 57.10
  7019 ZOT TW | 1x3 1x7 1x2 1x3 1x4
  7019 Z SP | 1x4 1x6 1x8 1x10
  7013 Z TR | 1xTR2.0 1xTR2.5 1xTR3.0 1xTR4.0 1xTR5.0 1xTR6.0
  7019 ZOT TS | 1x6 1x8 1x10
  7015 Z TR | 1xT8H 1xT9H 1xT10H 1xT15H 1xT20H 1xT25H
  1xT27H 1xT30H 1xT40H
  7018 Z | 1x1 1x2 1x3
  7149 | ClicFix 1/4"